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Mixture modeling and lustering algorithms are ef-fetive, simple ways to represent images using a setof data enters. However, in situations where the im-ages inlude bakground lutter and transformationssuh as translation, rotation, shearing and warping,these methods extrat data enters that inlude lut-ter and represent di�erent transformations of essen-tially the same data. Taking fae images as an exam-ple, it would be more useful for the di�erent lustersto represent di�erent poses and expressions, instead ofluttered versions of di�erent translations, sales androtations. By inluding lutter and transformationas unobserved, latent variables in a mixture model,we obtain a new \transformed mixture of Gaussians",whih is invariant to a spei�ed set of transformations.We show how a linear-time EM algorithm an be usedto �t this model by jointly estimating a mixture modelfor the data and inferring the transformation for eahimage. We show that this algorithm an jointly alignimages of a human head and learn di�erent poses. Wealso �nd that the algorithm performs better than k-nearest neighbors and mixtures of Gaussians on hand-written digit reognition.1 IntrodutionWe are interested in developing algorithms thatan learn models of di�erent types of objet from un-labeled images that inlude bakground lutter andspatial transformations, suh as translation, rotation,shearing and warping. For example, Fig. 1 shows 8�8greysale images of handwritten digits and 44 � 28greysale images of a person walking aross a lutteredbakground while hanging his pose. The original im-ages of the handwritten digits had high ontrast, sothey were easily normalized for horizontal and vertialsale and translation. However, the digits were writ-ten with di�erent amounts of shearing and this e�etannot be removed in a simple fashion. The images of

Figure 1: Images of handwritten digits, whih havebeen written with di�erent amounts of shearing andimages of a head, whih appears at di�erent positionsand has di�erent poses.the human head inlude bakground lutter that ap-pears in multiple frames, so aligning the images is nota trivial task.We propose a general purpose statistial methodthat an jointly learn a mixture of appearanes (e.g.,di�erent poses of the head), suppress the bakgroundlutter and normalize for spatial transformations. Ourmethod does not assume the data is ordered. In thease of time series (e.g., video sequenes), tempo-ral oherene is obviously valuable for modeling thedata [1{3℄. In [4℄, we show how our tehnique an be
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Figure 2: Generative proess for a \transformed mix-ture of Gaussians" (TMG).extended to take into aount temporal oherene.One approah to solving vision problems is to traina reognition model to aurately predit lass mem-bership from an input image or video sequene. Thisapproah inludes neighborhood-based methods suhas \eigenfaes" [5, 6℄ and nonlinear regression teh-niques suh as neural networks [7, 8℄.In this paper, we take a Bayesian approah andtrain a generative model to aurately model the datafrom eah lass, inluding any known graphis thatmay enter the piture. Fig. 2 shematially shows atransformed mixture of Gaussians (TMG) that modelsthe fae as a mixture of images, models bakgroundlutter as independent Gaussian noise and models spa-tial transformations by a distribution over a disreteset of matries that at on the vetor of pixels.Eah stage in a TMG is probabilisti, so for a spe-i� set of parameters (mixing proportions, lustermeans and noise levels) there is a ertain probabilitythat the model will generate a given image. To gener-ate an image, a luster is randomly hosen aordingto the mixing proportions and a randomly hosen noisepattern is added to the luster mean to obtain a latentimage. Next, a transformation is seleted at randomand applied to the latent image. The result is roppedand a small amount of sensor noise is added to eahpixel to obtain the �nal observed image.The model an be trained using the EM algorithm,whih adjusts the parameters to inrease the likelihoodof a set of data. For eah input image, the learningproedure onsiders all transformations and lustersand adjusts the luster means and noise models ap-propriately. In the E-Step, the responsibility (poste-rior probability) of eah transformation - luster pairis omputed for eah training ase. In the M-Step, theluster means, mixing proportions and noise levels areadjusted using the responsibilities.The generative model an be used for pattern las-si�ation by training one model on eah lass of data

(e.g., one model for eah person) in a training set andthen lassifying a test ase by seleting the generativemodel that has the highest posterior probability giventhe test ase. Eah generative model m 2 f1; : : : ;Mgspei�es a probability density p(xjm) for the vetor ofobserved pixels x. If model m has prior probabilityP (m), then the Bayes-optimal deision for a uniformloss funtion is given byargmaxmP (m)p(xjm): (1)In this framework, a new lass of data an be addedsimply by training one extra generative model.In the next setion, we formally de�ne the trans-formed mixture of Gaussians. Then, we desribe howthe model an be �t to a training set using the EMalgorithm. After giving results on syntheti data, weshow that the TMG an be used to extrat translationinvariant lusters from outdoor video sequenes withluttered bakgrounds. We ompare these lusterswith lusters found using traditional mixture model-ing and the �rst 10 prinipal omponents, or \eigen-images", of the data.2 Transformed Mixtures of Gaussians(TMGs)In a TMG, the C lusters are indexed by  2f1; : : : ; Cg and luster  has mixing proportion P () =�. The probability density of the vetor of pixel val-ues z for the latent image orresponding to luster is p(zj) = N (z;�;�): (2)� is the mean of the latent image and� is a diagonalovariane matrix that spei�es the variability of eahpixel in the latent image. The data we are interestedin here is high-dimensional, so we use a diagonal o-variane matrix instead of a full ovariane matrix. Ingeneral, di�erent lusters will represent di�erent typesof latent image and the orresponding noise varianemaps will speify whih regions are not well-modeled| e.g., bakground lutter.Although the true transformation variables are usu-ally real-valued, real-valued latent variables introdueompliated integrals (instead of summations) into theEM learning algorithm. So, we will assume there is a�xed set of possible transformations and that this setis spei�ed beforehand. Also, the algorithm is sim-pli�ed by assuming that the vetor of pixel values forthe transformed image is obtained by multiplying thevetor of pixel values for the latent image by a ma-trix. This permits a broad lass of transformations,



inluding translation, sale, in-plane rotation and out-of-plane rotation.Let ` 2 f1; : : : ; Lg index the set of L transforma-tions represented by matries �1; : : : ;�L. Eah trans-formation matrix also implements ropping simply bynot speifying how to produe pixels that are not inthe ropped image. For most transformations, eahpixel in the observed image will depend on only a smallnumber (say, 4) of pixels in the latent image. So, �`is a sparse matrix with a number of olumns equal tothe number of pixels in the latent image and a numberof rows equal to the number of pixels in the observedimage.The probability density of the vetor of pixel valuesx for the image orresponding to transformation ` andlatent image z isp(xj`; z) = N (x;�`z;	); (3)where 	 is a diagonal ovariane matrix that spei�esthe noise on the observed pixels.The varianes � of the pixels in the latent imageare quite di�erent from the varianes 	 of the pixelsin the observed image. � models the noise in thepixel values for luster  and this oheres to the latentimage under transformations. In ontrast, 	 modelsnoise in the observed pixels and this noise does notdepend on the transformations.The translation, sale and rotation orrespondingto eah ` are seleted ahead of time so that the set oftransformations e�etively overs the range of possibletransformations in the data and at the same time issmall enough to keep the learning time reasonable. Wealso assume that a �xed prior probability P (`) = p`(usually uniform) is assigned to eah possible trans-formation beforehand, although this ould be learnedfrom the training data.The joint distribution over luster index, transfor-mation index, latent image and observed image isp(x; `; z; ) = p(xj`; z)P (`)p(zj)P ()= �p`N (x;�`z;	)N (z;�;�): (4)In this generative model, the luster index, transfor-mation index and latent image are unobserved vari-ables. Generating an image from a TMG onsists ofdrawing a luster index from P (), drawing a latentimage from p(zj), drawing a transformation indexfrom P (`) and then drawing an image from p(xj`; z).The number of parameters in a TMG is roughlyequal to the number of parameters in a standard mix-ture model with the same number of lusters. InSe. 3, we show how the ML estimate of this modelan be obtained using the EM algorithm.

For a given set of parameters, the model an be usedto ompute the likelihood for an image x by summingand integrating over the latent variables. It turns outthat the latent image z an be integrated over in losedform:p(x; `; ) = Zz dzp(x; `; z; )= �p` Zz dzN (xj�`z;	)N (z;�;�)= �p`N (x;�`�;�`��0̀ +	); (5)where \ 0 " indiates transpose. Eah luster  andtransformation ` has a orresponding mean image�`� and ovariane matrix �`��0̀ +	. The prob-ability density of x isp(x) = CX=1 LX̀=1 �p`N (x;�`�;�`��0̀ +	): (6)2.1 Computing the Likelihood in LinearTimeIf the observed image has N pixels, it turns outthe omputation of the likelihood from (6), inlud-ing the omputation of the inverse ovariane matries(�`��0̀ +	)�1, uses O(CLN) salar operations.The omputation is linear in N due to the sparse-ness of the transformation matries. First, notie thatthe number of pixels in the latent image need only beO(N). For a translation by an integer numbers of pix-els, �` will have a single 1 in eah row. For a rotation,�` will have at most six 1's in eah row. For a salingover 1, �` will have a single 1 in eah row and for asaling between 0.5 and 1, �` will have at most four1's in eah row. So, eah transformation matrix hasO(N) nonzero elements.Sine � and 	 are diagonal, �`��0̀ + 	 willhave O(N) nonzero elements and an be inverted us-ing O(N) salar operations. The inverse will alsohave O(N) nonzero elements, so the omputation of(x � �`�)0(�`��0̀ + 	)�1(x � �`�) uses O(N)salar operations.For one lass and a single transformation, the TMGmay remind some readers of the fator analysis model[9℄. However, in fator analysis, � is dense, so the like-lihood omputation requires O(N3) salar operations.2.2 Seleting the Number ofTransformationsAlthough the number of salar operations used inthe likelihood omputation is linear in L, it shouldbe kept in mind that attempting to use an exhaustive



set of transformations will ause L to grow polyno-mially with N . For nh horizontal translations, nvvertial translations, nr rotations and ns salings,L = nhnvnrns.A TMG is meant to deal with amoderate number oftransformations. Another algorithm (e.g., a Kalman�lter based fae traking algorithm) should be usedto oarsely align the data before a TMG is used toextrat detailed transformation-invariant lusters.3 The EM Algorithm for TransformedMixtures of GaussiansIn this setion, we desribe an iterative expetationmaximization (EM) algorithm for estimating the max-imum likelihood parameters of a TMG. Let � representa parameter in the generative model. Assuming i.i.d.data, the derivative of the log-likelihood of a trainingset x1; : : : ;xT with respet to a parameter � is� log p(x1; : : : ;xT )�� =TXt=1 ��� log� CX=1 LX̀=1 Zz dzp(xt; `; z; )�: (7)Taking the derivative and rearranging terms, this anbe rewritten� log p(x1; : : : ;xT )�� = TXt=1 Eh ��� log p(xt; `; z; )���xti;(8)where the expetation is based on the posterior distri-bution, p(`; ; zjxt) = P (; `jxt)p(zj; `;xt): (9)� an be updated by setting (8) to 0, ignoring thedependene of the expetation on � and then solvingfor � to obtain a new value ~�. However, modifying �will ause a hange in the posterior distribution andthe expetations and so the new log-likelihood deriva-tive will not be equal to zero. The expetation max-imization (EM) algorithm onsists of iteratively om-puting a new set of parameters and then reomput-ing the expetation based on the updated parameters.This proedure onsistently inreases the likelihood ofthe training data. A �xed number of iterations an beused or the number of iterations an be determined bymonitoring the log-likelihood of a validation set.3.1 M-Step: The MaximizationsBy setting (8) to 0 and solving for the new parame-ter values, we obtain update equations that are based

on the expetations in (8). h�i = 1T PTt=1(�) indiatesa statisti suÆient for the M-Step, whih is omputedby averaging over the training set as desribed in thenext setion; diag(A) gives a vetor ontaining the di-agonal elements of matrix A; diag(a) gives a diagonalmatrix whose diagonal ontains the elements of ve-tor a; and aÆb omputes the element-wise produt ofvetors a and b. We denote the updated parametersby \~". ~�k = hP (=kjxt)i; (10)~�k = hP (=kjxt)E[zj=k;xt℄ihP (=kjxt)i ; (11)~�k=diag�hP (=kjxt)E[(z��k)Æ(z��k)j=k;xt℄ihP (=kjxt)i �;(12)~	 = diag�hE[(xt��`z)Æ(xt��`z)��xt℄i�: (13)Notie that the transformation index ` is summedover within the above expetations. If the transforma-tion probabilities are to be estimated, we have~pl = hP (`= ljxt)i: (14)In order to avoid over�tting the noise varianes, itis sometimes useful to set the diagonal elements of �kand 	 that are below some � equal to �.3.2 E-Step: The ExpetationsThe suÆient statistis for the M-Step are om-puted in the E-Step during a single pass through thetraining set. To ompute the suÆient statistis, theovariane matries of z given , ` and x are needed.Fortunately, these matries do not depend on x, sothey an be omputed one before eah E-Step:
` = COV(zj; `;x) = (��1 + �0̀	�1�`)�1: (15)This expression was obtained by rearranging the termsin the exponents of (4) to obtain a distribution overz. During the pass through the training set, the re-sponsibility of eah luster - transformation pair fortraining ase xt is omputed:P (; `jxt) = �p(xt; ; `)= ��p`N (xt;�`�;�`��0̀ +	); (16)where � is a normalization onstant omputed sothat PC=1PL̀=1 P (; `jxt) = 1. P (; `jxt) is then



marginalized for eah value of  and normalized foreah value of  to obtain P (jxt) and P (`j;xt).For eah  and `, omputeE[zj; `;xt℄ = 
`�0̀	�1xt +
`��1 �; (17)whih is derived from (4) and (15). This is marginal-ized to obtain the expetation in (11):E[zj;xt℄ = LX̀=1 P (`j;xt)E[zj; `;xt℄: (18)The expetation in (12) is omputed fromE[(z��)Æ(z��)j;xt℄ = LX̀=1 P (`j;xt)� �(E[zj; `;xt℄� �)Æ(E[zj; `;xt℄� �)+ diag(
`)	 (19)and the expetation in (13) is omputed fromE[(xt��`z)Æ(xt��`z)jxt℄ = CX=1 LX̀=1 P (; `jxt)� �(xt��`E[zj; `;xt℄)Æ(xt��`E[zj; `;xt℄)+ diag(�`
`�0̀ )	: (20)3.3 Performing an EM Iteration inLinear TimeIt turns out that eah EM iteration uses O(CLNT )salar operations, where N is the number of pixels inthe observed image. The same reasoning that wasused in Sn. 2.1 an be used to show that the ma-trix 
` = (��1 + �0̀	�1�`)�1 is omputed usingO(N) salar operations and ontains O(N) nonzeroelements. It follows that multiplying a vetor by 
`takes O(N) salar operations. So, for eah trainingase, omputing the statistis in (17), (18), (19) and(20) uses O(CLN) salar operations.4 Extrating Shapes From SynthetiDataFig. 3a shows 100 examples from a training set of200 ases of 9 � 9 images. Eah image ontains oneof four shapes: a large square, a large irle, a small�lled square or a small \pa-man". The bakgroundwas produed by randomly seleting pixel intensitiesindependently from a uniform distribution. In addi-tion, the bakground inludes a �xed distration in theform of two pixels that are always set to have maxi-mum intensity.
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Figure 3: Extrating transformation invariant stru-ture from syntheti data using a TMG. (a) Train-ing examples, whih inlude bakground lutter anda �xed distration. (b) Mixing proportions, meansand varianes for a 6-luster TMG. () Mixing propor-tions, means and varianes for a 6-luster mixture ofGaussians. (d) First 18 prinipal omponents (eigen-images).
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Figure 4: (a) Images of a person walking aross a lut-tered bakground while looking into the amera. (b)The luster means and varianes for a TMG trainedusing 20 iterations of the EM algorithm.We trained a TMG ontaining C = 6 lusters andL = 25 translation transformations (5 horizontal shiftsand 5 vertial shifts) using 20 iterations of the EMalgorithm. The weights were initialized to small, ran-dom values and the mixing proportions were initializedto be equal. Fig. 3b shows the mixing proportions,luster means �1; : : : ;�6 and the diagonal elementsof the luster ovariane matries �1; : : : ;�6. Sinethe TMG had 2 extra lusters than neessary, it usedthe �rst 3 lusters to model the \pa-man". The re-maining 3 lusters model the remaining shapes. Notiethat for a given luster, the varianes indiate whihpixels are bakground pixels (light, for high variane)versus foreground pixels (dark, for low variane).Fig. 3 shows the parameters learned using 20 iter-ations of the EM algorithm for a traditional mixturemodel with 6 lusters. This model an be viewed as aspeial type of TMG that uses just the identity trans-formation. The shapes are severely blurred and themodel �xates on the distration. If the number oflusters is inreased, the model an apture di�erenttransformations using di�erent lusters. However, for4 shapes and 25 transformations, there are 100 distintlusters in the training set of 200 patterns. Traininga mixture model with 100 lusters on 200 patternswould result in severely over�tting the noise.Fig. 3d shows the �rst 18 prinipal omponents, or\eigenimages" [5, 6℄, of the training data. It is diÆ-ult to imagine how these omponents an be used toreonstrut the data aurately.5 Extrating Translation InvariantStruture from Outdoor VideoSequenes with ClutteredBakgroundsFig. 4a shows 15 examples from 100-frame head-and-shoulder video sequenes of a person walkingaross a highly luttered bakground while lookinginto the amera.
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Figure 5: (a) Mixing proportions, luster means andluster varianes for a TMG trained using 40 iterationsof the EM algorithm. Note that lusters 2, 3 and 5aount for most of the data. (b) Mixing proportions,luster means and luster varianes for a traditionalmixture model. () First 10 prinipal omponents ofthe training data.We trained a TMG ontaining C = 2 lusters andL = 81 translation transformations (9 horizontal shiftsand 9 vertial shifts) using 20 iterations of the EMalgorithm. Just like for the syntheti problem, theweights were initialized to small, random values andthe mixing proportions were initialized to be equal.Fig. 4b shows the luster means and varianes. Thebakground has been suppressed, while the detail inthe faes has been retained.Fig. 1 shows 25 examples from a 400-frame videosequene where the individual hanged his pose. Wetrained a TMG ontaining C = 5 lusters and L = 121translation transformations (11 horizontal shifts and11 vertial shifts) using 40 iterations of the EM al-gorithm. Fig. 5a shows the resulting mixing propor-tions, luster means and luster varianes. Most lus-ters have suppressed the bakground lutter, despitesigni�ant movements of the objet in the �eld of vi-sion. The mean for luster 4 inludes part of the bak-ground, but this luster also has a low mixing propor-tion.Fig. 5b shows the mixing proportions, lustermeans and luster varianes for a traditional mixture
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 Figure 6: Estimated error rates and on�dene in-tervals for k-nearest neighbors, mixtures of Gaussiansand transformed mixtures of Gaussians on the task ofhandwritten digit reognition. 4 ompletely disjointtraining set / test set partitions were used to obtainthese estimates and eah image was used in only oneof the 4 experiments. Eah training set had 100 ex-amples of eah digit (0 to 9) and eah test set had 75examples of eah digit. The numbers in the lower boxgive the p-values (in perent) for a paired t-test onthe null hypothesis that the orresponding two meth-ods have idential performane. A dot indiates thep-value was above 9%. A low p-value indiates the twomethods are di�erent with statistial signi�ane.model trained using 40 iterations of the EM algorithm.The luster means are signi�antly more blurred inomparison with the means found by the TMG.Fig. 5 shows the �rst 10 prinipal omponents ofthe training data. Most of the omponents shown ap-pear to aount for ways to perturb the mean of thedata to obtain horizontal, vertial and diagonal shifts.6 Handwritten Digit ReognitionWe trained one TMG on eah lass of hand-written digit from a small subset of the CEDARCDROM arhive and used (1) to lassify new testases. We used 29 transformations that aptured vari-ous shearing-translation ombinations. For eah lass,the number of lusters was determined by setting 1/3of the training data aside for validation. To make theproblem more diÆult, eah model was trained usingonly 100 images. Fig. 6 ompares the performanesof k-nearest neighbors, a traditional nontransformedmixture of Gaussians and the TMG lassi�er, whihperforms the best.7 SummaryWe introdued a new type of Gaussian mixturemodel that is invariant to transformations and have
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